


H2oh! Entertainment is an experienced agency that has been providing acts to corporate and private events for 

over ten years. Whether you book a single artist for an intimate function, or ask us to programme a whole show 

for your annual corporate ball, we will make your experience as easy and as stress-free as possible.

Our wide range of performers includes dancers, hosts, circus and variety acts and musicians, and we pride 

ourselves in finding just the right entertainment to make each and every event extra special.

We cater for a diverse range of tastes and budgets, and every client receives a friendly, committed and 

knowledgeable service from our dedicated team.

Simply, we provide extraordinary entertainment for every event, delivered with passion, integrity and with an eye 

for quality and detail.



Since launching, MMEM have worked with and played for a range of clients whose diversity is matched 

only by their prestige. From parties for famed publications (Vanity Fair & OK Magazine) to corporate 

events for automotive companies (Audi, Mercedes, McLaren, Ferrari) and blue chip internationals (Sony 

BMG, EA Games, Virgin, Bloomberg) to name but a few. 

Matt Maurice Event Music (MMEM) offer a selection of the most in demand DJs for private parties, 

weddings and events. By personal design, delivering the perfect party soundtrack and DJ solution, with 

their music soundtracks for parties and events having enabled them to build a reputation for seamlessly 

and skilfully blending the new with the old from all music genres. Highly regarded as musical curators 

capable of creating the perfect atmosphere to suit the mood and energy of any occasion or event.

From offering musical inspiration for your wedding and composing the soundtrack to your day, to helping 

create a great one of kind atmosphere for a private celebration or corporate event.

Matt Maurice Event Music



Prelude has been a leading provider of outstanding entertainment and event 

management since 1984. Our depth of experience and extensive range of both 

traditional artists and dynamic young talent ensures unequalled service together with 

the choice of the finest acts available today. 



Sternberg Clarke are London’s leading supplier of entertainment to Corporate Events, 

Private Parties, Weddings and Civil Ceremonies. With 20 years experience in the 

events industry forging close relationships with London’s greatest events venues – our 

unrivalled knowledge of entertainment and friendly, efficient service have made 

Sternberg Clarke the first choice for everything from Magic to Music, Circus to 

Cabaret and all things in between. 

Having provided entertainment for high profile clients like Deutsche Bank, Ernst and 

Young, Linklaters, Investec and Lloyds of London, the team at Sternberg Clarke are 

used to working to exceptionally high standards, creating bespoke shows and custom 

made acts for a variety of high impact events. We’ve provided everything from subtle 

background music to extravagant Circus shows with unfaltering results.



Young Guns is a cutting edge music agency providing bespoke entertainment for mid to high-

end events. With a reputation for creative solutions to briefs, both large and small, Young 

Guns offers a highly efficient and reliable service which has led to them becoming leaders in 

their field; not least because of the calibre of their artists who are handpicked for their skill, 

professionalism and presentation.

Young Guns also works with the record industry to develop ground breaking acts for 

mainstream release, as well as teaming up with major brands to develop music related 

projects. Trusted by some of the most high profile companies in the UK and internationally, 

Young Guns deliver excellence at all times.



“You don’t take an photograph, you make it” – The great photographer, Ansel Adams, once said this and 

there is a lot of truth behind it.

I am an accredited photographer for a number of venues including Tate Museums, Kew Gardens, Nonsuch

Mansion and Somerset House. I also have a long standing professional relationship with The Royal 

Academy, The Prince’s Trust, The Royal Parks Foundations and The Spanish Tourist Office.

I am very driven and passionate about photography and creating imagery that will suit any occasion. My 

background in arts marketing helps me to understand clients needs and briefs for any photography 

commission.

I very much enjoy working on a variety of events from corporate receptions through to beautiful weddings.  

At all times I strive to deliver an extremely high quality of service, the best results for my clients and always 

go the extra mile to achieve this. 



A professional photographer with a background in Fine Art and Documentary practices, I draw 

on over 10 years of photographic experience to provide smart, vibrant, versatile imagery for 

artists and cultural institutions alike.

Through high quality output, hard work and reliability I have built a loyal client base from which 

I plan to expand and develop through consistent, healthy working relationships.

I am able to offer exceptional services as I have experienced life as a gallery technician and 

artist so have a great eye for detail, colour and composition as well as a heightened sensitivity 

to client requirements in terms of types of images required and familiarity of art world 

luminaries. 

I have a huge passion for the arts, go to many exhibitions and undertake all work diligently with 
minimal fuss and intrusion.

D a n W e i l l P h o t o g r a p h y



Steven is much more than a corporate photographer. He has professional expertise in many 

areas of photography and film making including: travel, lifestyle, people, portraiture, food, drink, 

interiors and landscape photography. He is London based where he is an accredited supplier to 

many of the most prestigious venues in the capital. He also works all over the world for multi-

national companies and private clients. He has a close working relationship with each client and 

venue; every commission is bespoke and built around the client’s requirements. Known for his 

discreet reportage style Steven captures the spirit and enjoyment as guests relax. Here are a few 

comments about Steven’s recent work: “Thank you very talented Steve...you did a brilliant job”, 

“London 2012 Olympics - you really did an outstanding job!”, “The photos are BEAUTIFUL!!!, I 

can’t thank you enough!”, “Thank you for your contribution!!!!”, “Fabulous! You are a true 

MAGICIAN!!”. 



Blue Steel Booths are an event photography company specialising in the hire of top of the 

range, themed, photo and HD video booths for both corporate and private hire. They offer a 

truly bespoke and personal service to all clients with everything possible from print 

customisation, exterior branding, guestbooks and even real time facebook uploads. Whether 

you are hosting a corporate event, or perhaps getting married within the Museum of London's 

grounds, you can inject some fun and lasting memories into your event with Blue Steel Booths.



Intricate Creations specialise in contemporary, off-the-shelf and bespoke laser-cut 

stationery for the sophisticated, style-conscious couples of today.  Our couture designs 

fuse cultural richness and chic glamour to form a new, unique trend in the event stationery 

world.

With over 50 off-the-shelf design suites, 180 different colours and card types and a huge 

range of crystal and ribbon colours, we truly believe that we have something for every 

taste. To date we have not created a single invitation that is the same, making the 

stationery completely unique to all our clients.

Events are all about perfection and we believe that any event stationery should make a 

statement to the guests. We understand the importance of excellence and attention to 

detail which is why “Anything is Possible” at Intricate Creations. 








